Very knowledgeable, always prepared and eager to improve and adjust so as to best teach the class.

Very enthusiastic, truly committed to helping others learn.

One of the more enjoyable classes I’ve had. Learned a huge amount and had fun doing it.

Cleared enthusiasm for the topics covered, and good working knowledge of all components of given examples/labs.

Instructor is an excellent teacher. Lectures were very well prepared, and assignments were relevant and had a good level of difficulty.

Very well laid out examples in class and very organized schedule.

Not only did I learn about the underlying grammar/structure of languages I learned about variations between languages. This was very valuable.

Well-prepared for lectures, course schedule was followed precisely.

Always available, very eager to meet outside of office hours.

Learned a ton about PL design and developed ability to code in many languages.

Very available via email, frequently available in the office.

Very available outside of class, and eager to help.

Very willing to meet outside of class, which was very helpful.

1st half - very effective lectures coupled with short exercises to see how class was doing. 2nd half - useful coding examples, very helpful to get coding setting

Feedback in a hands-on